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About the Author

Abena Perryman is an Andrew Perry Managing Partner and Founder. A 

self-proclaimed customer evangelist, she loves to dissect the customer 

journey, identifying how organizations can better connect with their customers. 

Abena has spent the last 20 years helping organizations build deeper 

relationships with both their internal and external customers. Defining 

Customer Personas, mapping customer journeys, crafting content and 

measuring results is what revs up this digital marketing strategist. Having 

worked at major companies as well as small business, Abena understands the 

ins and outs of creating marketing strategies that produce tangible results.

If you’d like to discuss how Andrew Perry can help your business create 

compelling customer personas and map out a customer journey that takes 

your marketing strategy to the next level contact Abena at: 

abenap@andrewperry.com to set up a conversation.
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The state of b2b marketing
In today’s buying landscape, a power shift has occurred.

74% of b2b Buyers now conduct 
more than half their research online 
before talking to a sales person.  

This shift means power has moved from the hands of the company (or 
salesforce) into the hands of the buyers. A company’s responsibility in this 
new frontier is to create meaningful content (information) to help potential 
buyers move through their journey from awareness (education), through 
consideration, to finally purchase of a solution - whether it be a product or 
service. 

This is called inbound marketing. Inbound marketing requires alignment 
between sales and marketing (“smarketing”) like never before. While often 
easier said than done, with shared goals, ongoing, transparent 
communication, a reliance on data and closed loop reporting, it can be 
achieved.

This guidebook operates on the Andrew Perry philosophy that great B2B 
marketing strategy can only be translated into great execution with:

1. a strong alignment between the sales and marketing teams; and 
2. a focus on the customer (buyer): who they are and their experience.  

“

http://www.andrewperry.com
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Know what your 
customers want most 
and what your 
company does best. 
Focus on where those 
two meet. 

Kevin Stirtz
Author| Marketing for Smart People, 

More Loyalty Customers

Knowing Your Customers is Good Business

“

Your competitive 
Advantage

What your 
company does 

best

What 
customers 
want most
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Getting Started

WHAT IS A CUSTOMER PERSONA?

A customer persona, also known as a buyer persona, is a fictitious representation of your 

ideal customer based on a subset of demographic, socio-economic data which identifies 

how that person buys, decision criteria, budget, lifetime value, influencers, and pain points.

Personas allow your organization to connect with buyers in a meaningful way to drive client 

retention and revenue growth. This guidebook will outline the major steps, guidelines and 

considerations required to create compelling b2b customer personas.  

5

In user-centered design and marketing, personas are fictional 
characters created to represent the different user types that might 
use a site, brand, or product in a similar way.

(Source: Wikipedia)

“

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User-centered_design
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing
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Why do customer personas matter?

Given that b2b buyers conduct more than half of their research online before talking to a 

salesperson, your organization’s digital presence matters. Your online digital assets play a 

major role in building trust, identifying your organization as a thought leader in the industry, 

and communicating the benefits of your service or product.

With an increased focus on digital assets, understanding who you are talking to and helping 

them answer the questions they need at each stage of the buyer’s journey ensures your 

sales and marketing assets are relevant.

In a nutshell, customer personas help an organization understand who their customers are, 

how to target and better service them. While marketing may drive the discussion around the 

persona creation, all departments across the organization stand to benefit from the 

exercise. 

6

of B2B buyers 
viewed at least 5 
pieces of content 
from the winning 
vendor.
(Source: Forrester)

“82%
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The more you know about your 
customer, the less you need to worry 
about losing him.

Unknown

“
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5 Compelling Reasons to Create Personas

IMPROVED ORGANIZATIONAL ALIGNMENT
Creating customer personas can create better alignment across your organization (e.g. 

sales, marketing, customer service/operations) regarding who the ideal client is, resulting in 

better integration across groups and ultimately better client service.

The activity of creating customer personas is one that involves collaboration across 

departments. The process of discussion and agreement on who to target, why they should 

be targeted and how to target customers provides clarity for each area of the organization.

 

Once there is a unified vision of the ideal customer(s), each department can align their 

processes, products and services to support this customer.  Perception disparities or issues 

one department faces over another rise to the surface during this process and help to shine 

a  light on areas to improve, assign resources and problem solve.

 

A team aligned 
around a vision 
will move 
mountains.

Kevin Rose
Entrepreneur

“

If you’re still questioning the value of building customer personas, consider these 5 benefits that will directly 

impact your bottom line: improved organizational alignment, a more informed sales strategy, better 

customer experience, improved customer relations, and more focused marketing strategy and 

communications.

1
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A MORE INFORMED SALES STRATEGY
Uncovering how your customer makes a decision and all the players involved in that 

decision is a critical part of persona development. This process allows your sales team to 

refine and improve their selling process. 

It’s no secret that the role of the salesperson has changed. With more people involved in the 

buying decision, understanding your buyers and influencers allows your sales team to adapt 

their messages and better connect with these players in this new world.

An average of            people are now involved in 
most buying decisions in a typical firm with 
100-500 employees.

(Source: Gartner Group)

“

2
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5 Compelling Reasons to Create Personas
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3.DRIVES CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
With greater access to information customers are now in the driver's seat when it comes to 

making decisions for their purchases. This power shift from the sales team to the customer 

has magnified the importance of customer experience for organizations. Customer personas 

are at the heart of any “voice of the customer program” because they allow you to keep the 

customer and his/her needs at the center of your decisions. You can tailor a customer 

experience specifically to suit their needs and their questions - demonstrating why they 

should choose you over your competitor.

IMPROVED CUSTOMER RETENTION
Walk a mile in their shoes. Understanding the good, the bad and the ugly when it comes to 

your customers’ interactions with your organization provides you with invaluable data to 

improve both your sales process and service/support. Development of personas helps you 

“see things” from your customers’ point of view. This perspective enables you to better 

address their concerns, solve product or service challenges, and develop new products, 

resulting in improved customer loyalty.

3

4

5 Compelling Reasons to Create Personas
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MORE FOCUSED MARKETING STRATEGY & COMMUNICATIONS 
Good persona development doesn’t just focus on feel good criteria, it should also identify 

your customer’s pain points.  This enables clearer, more succinct messaging and brand 

positioning for your marketing strategy and ultimately your marketing communications.

The bottom line: communicating the things that matter in common language to the people 

who are making the buying decision, makes for better marketing.

And last but not least, customer personas help you create a more focused marketing strategy and 

communications program.

5

5 Compelling Reasons to Create Personas
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The customer’s perception is your reality. 
 

Kate Zabriskie
Author | Customer Service Excellence: 

How to deliver Value to Today’s Busy Customer

“
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4 Essential Steps to Creating Personas

Identify Main Customer Segments
Identify a maximum of 2-4 customer types based on your service or product offering that 

represent 80% of your revenue/profit. These segments will be refined across Steps 2-3.

● Create a list of your customer types (e.g. Director of Technology, VP Operations 

etc). It’s natural that this list might end up at more than four. 

● Group “like” customer types together into 1 profile by looking for similarities across 

the customer types (e.g. roles, products/services purchased, spend, industry).

Gather Tier 1 Information (Who, What)
Deepen and build your profile based on: 

● demographic information (e.g. age range, education, technical knowledge, work 

experience etc.),

● geography, 

● products/services purchased, 

● role within organization (e.g. C-suite, management etc.).

13

1ST
EP

2ST
EP

When creating effective customer personas or an ‘ideal customer profile’ it is important that a 

holistic, unbiased view of the persona is created and continually refined. Follow these 4 essential 

steps to ensure your personas are a realistic snapshot of your customers:
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Gather Tier 2 Information (Where, When, Why, and How)
Flush out the profile with tier 2 information, including: 

● Why does the customer make this purchase (e.g. what are their pain points)? 

● How does the customer buy (e.g. what is the process)? 

● What influences their decision (centres of influence)? 

● How is the purchase decision made (who is involved; minor vs. major roles)? 

● What are the trusted sources for information? 

● What is the lifetime value of this customer? 

Create a Personality for your Persona
Have some fun!  Try giving your persona a name, and a face (e.g. Ann the Time Starved 

Director of Marketing). Map out ‘A day in the life’. Adding a personality and some 

background information helps to breathe life into your personas.  Thinking of an 

amalgamation of your customers that fall into the particular segment you’re building often 

helps when creating the personality.

This final step makes it easier for your marketing, sales and service teams to relate to your 

customer, putting a face to the name when they are communicating with that persona.

14
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4 Essential Steps to Creating Personas
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Customer Persona Example*

15

 As current pest control methods 
become less effective and less 
desirable from the public’s 
perspective, I’m looking for new 
products and processes to 
combat pests but maintain or 
increase yield. 

Will Davidson    -  GROWER / OWNER

“
Current Situation, Challenges and Goals 
• Daily scouting of greenhouses checking for bugs, fruit size, misshapen fruit 
• Weather changes often impact yield projections and result in disease issues 
• Primary goal is disease control and insect control to maximize yield 
• Looking for partner products that help control diseases, such as Botrytis, 

without the use of expensive machinery 

Decision Criteria and Process
• Often the primary decision maker
• Risk averse  
• Look for proven success of other growers using the product 
• Consult personal networks, peers and experts 
• Attend monthly seminars from grower clubs and associations  

Individual, Role and Company
• 40 + years old, male, owner, 
• Family run business ($6.5m annual revenues), 5-25 employees
• Growing tomatoes, strawberries or sunflowers 
• Manages growing, disease and insect control of crops 

– Will Davidson
*This is an abridged version. Please see Resources Slide 26 for full list of questions/criteria to get 

you started.

Once you’ve gone through these 4 steps, you’ll have a comprehensive customer persona 
that might look something like the example below.
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The aim of marketing is to know and 
understand your customer so well, 
the product or service fits him and 
sells itself.  

Peter Drucker
Management Consultant | Educator & Author 

“
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Guidelines to heed
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SEEK CROSS DEPARTMENTAL COLLABORATION
Work across departments to create a holistic view of your customer persona. While 

marketing can create the skeleton and basic information, be sure to incorporate 

feedback from different groups like sales, service/support and manufacturing to truly 

understand your persona.

 

ASSIGN A CUSTOMER CHAMPION
Assign a champion to manage the effort of persona creation and incorporation of 

feedback. This will not only be effective during the creation phase, but also during 

major discussions, because this person can play the role of “the Voice of the 

Customer”, reminding team members of the customer your organization is 

serving/targeting - especially if (or when) discussions get heated!

1

2

Creating effective personas can sometimes be overwhelming and challenging, what with getting 

cross departmental alignment, choosing the right data to identify personas, and selecting the right 

number of personas. Follow these simple guidelines when getting started to create better personas 

that improve marketing and sales strategy alignment and execution:
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Guidelines to heed
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GET IT STRAIGHT FROM THE SOURCE
Secondary research, supplemented with feedback from your internal teams, is a 

great starting point.  But primary research is invaluable, often uncovering new 

pain points, steps in the buying process, and/or additional circles of influence or 

players involved in the buying decision. 

Listen to customer service calls, go out on sales meetings, listen to and observe 

how your buyers conduct research, interact and make their decision.  Better yet, 

have conversations with buyers and ask open ended questions. Any concerns 

about bias or openness from customers can be managed by involving a 

reputable third party firm to conduct the interviews on your behalf.

3

Sometimes it’s easy to get lost in the details and not see the forest for the trees. Stay 

grounded and work within reasonable timelines with these next three guidelines.

Your most 
unhappy 
customers 
are your 
greatest 
source of 
learning.

Bill Gates

“
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Guidelines to heed

CREATE CLEAR TIMELINES
Perfect is the enemy of great. When creating your timelines, find a balance 

between leaving yourself enough time to capture 80% of the details and having a 

firm deadline to put your newly created personas to work!

A detailed persona can take months to create, so knowing what you need,  and 

by when, is crucial.  Work in cycles to review and refine to keep the process 

moving.

LEVERAGE TEMPLATES
No need to recreate the wheel. Utilize persona templates that are readily 

available online through marketing automation and inbound marketing 

companies like Hubspot or Marketo. They help you hit the ground running by 

giving you a tried and true framework for data collection when creating your 

personas.

19

5

4
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% of all B2B researchers are 
millennials (aged 18-34).  

Google/Millward Brown Digital
B2B Path to Purchase Study, 2014

“46
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1

Common Pitfalls

21

BEING A KNOW IT ALL
Don’t fall  into the trap of simply creating personas based on who you think your customers are 

without validating your assumptions. While tempting because it’s a faster route to complete 

personas, it is dangerous. You can end up making false assumptions which result in an ‘off the 

mark’ messaging strategy and ineffective inbound marketing campaign. For example, even though 

the VP of Operations may make the final purchase decision, the individuals involved in the buying 

decision influence that decision. In today’s market over half of B2B research is conducted by 

millennials - do you have content for the supporting cast of characters?

Primary research (e.g. talking with customers and prospects, and observing the buyer’s journey) 

helps to create unbiased personas and often uncovers new data for you to refine your messaging.

Personas that dig deeper, observing how and why your customers buy are closer to reality and will 

allow you to craft better digital assets that reach, impact and influence your buyers. 

Creating effective customer personas is the first step on your path to developing more engaging content that will 

drive your marketing efforts and ultimately improve your lead generation. Two common pitfalls to be wary of 

include:
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Common Pitfalls
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2
SETTING IT AND FORGETTING IT 
Personas that sit ‘on the shelf’ don’t help your organization connect with customers. Personas are 

the beginning of an informed sales and marketing strategy and should be regularly referenced and 

taken into account within your organization. 

NASA found that when training astronauts it took 30 days of continuous exposure to a new 

situation to change or create a new habit. Your team is no different. Organizations that are able to 

successfully integrate their personas into the daily routines of their team will have greater success 

in relating to customers. This can be accomplished by putting up visual cues (like pictures of 

“persona John in Finance”), or using the names of the personas when referring to a type of 

customer (“Frugal Fred…” ) within meetings or internal presentations. These activities reinforce 

your commitment to personas and help your team members keep the customer top of mind.

Semi-annual or annual reviews of the personas created ensure that you continue to target the 

right customer as you focus and validate that the challenges they faced when you created the 

persona are still relevant today.
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Make the customer the hero of 
your story.  

Ann Hadley
Chief Content Officer | MarketingProfs

“
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In the end

YOU’RE JUST GETTING STARTED

Compelling and relevant customer personas should be built with a deep understanding of 

demographic, behavioural and psychographic elements.  This exercise is actually the 

beginning of a process versus a one time activity.  A deep understanding of who your 

customers are provides your business with clarity of vision, and each department with a 

view on how to serve that customer.

Customer personas are just one element of a well orchestrated marketing strategy and key 

to creating an effective marketing roadmap. Once your customer personas are created, the 

next step is mapping out the customer journey and creating a content architecture that 

facilitates a well thought out B2B marketing roadmap. In essence your marketing blueprint 

for the upcoming period.

24
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Helpful resources

WHY RECREATE THE WHEEL?

Trusted companies have already paved the way. These are a few that we like:

Customer Persona Templates/Guidelines
1. Hubspot

2. Buyer Persona Institute

3. MarketingProfs

4. Marketo 

Interesting Customer Persona / Customer Experience Stats
5. Forrester

6. Gartner Group

Other CX Thought Leaders/Influencers
7. Bruce Temkin | Temkin Group

8. Colin Shaw | Beyond Philosophy

25

http://www.andrewperry.com
http://www.hubspot.com/
http://www.hubspot.com/
http://www.buyerpersona.com/
http://www.buyerpersona.com/
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https://www.marketo.com/cheat-sheets/marketing-personas/
https://www.marketo.com/cheat-sheets/marketing-personas/
https://www.marketo.com/cheat-sheets/marketing-personas/
https://www.forrester.com/
https://www.forrester.com/
http://www.gartner.com/
http://www.gartner.com/
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Sample Persona Questions
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I. Start to picture your ideal customer:

● Who is she? Sex/ Age
● What is her educational background?
● What is her work experience?
● What is her job title? 
● What kind of company/industry does she 

work in?
● What is the size of the company?
● What might her typical workday look like?

These answers serve as the foundation of your 
persona.

II. Consider the specific roles and responsibilities she 
might have in relation to your business’ buying cycle – 
and how those needs might evolve.

For example:
● What challenges/frustrates her most about 

her job? 
● What ‘needs gaps’ might she be looking to 

fill to alleviate some of that frustration? 
● How far along is she in her consideration 

process? 
● Is she a primary decision-maker or does 

she need to run things up the chain of 
command?

III. If it’s helpful, consider using any key details on her content 
preferences and consumption patterns that you have available.

For example:
How does she prefer to access information?

● Are there content formats with which she prefers to 
engage with?

● Does she prefer to access content online, via a mobile 
device, or through other channels/platforms?

● Does she get most of her information during work hours or 
at home?

How much information might she want to receive, and how often?
● How often is she exposed to relevant content/information 

as she goes about her typical day?
● How often does she login to social networks? Which 

ones?

Who/what influences her content consumption?
● Who does she trust to provide the content she consumes? 

Industry analysts? Vendors? Thought leaders? Friends 
and colleagues?

● Does she get information through word of mouth within her 
business community?

● Are there internal or external events that might trigger 
certain content consumption patterns?

Here are some questions to help jumpstart your data collection process on your road to creating effective customer personas. 
References: Slide 15 - Customer Persona Example; Slide 25 - list of resources for persona framework.
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http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/04/content-engages-mobile-readers/
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/04/content-engages-mobile-readers/
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2015/04/content-engages-mobile-readers/
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Who are we?
We are the right combination of business strategy and marketing acumen, 

sprinkled with a passion for great customer experiences. We love helping our 

clients solve their marketing challenges by engaging around a topic, idea, 

problem or opportunity.  

True innovation comes from thinking about a problem or solution in a new, 

unique way, and this is where a Marketing Thought Partner thrives. From 

harmonics mitigation and software tech to online start-ups and interior design, 

our ability to see patterns and connect the dots across industries results in 

better, customer centric marketing plans for our clients that drive action and 

results..  

Sometimes a fresh pair of eyes is all it takes.

Connect with us at HELLO@ANDREWPERRY.COM
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